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About This Game

Men of War: Vietnam is a new game for the critically acclaimed series. The new, story-driven campaign lets you taste the
explosive mix of the jungle, Hueys and rock-n-roll in 1968. The US campaign focuses on a team of elite special ops soldiers,

and each one of them has a personality.
The unit includes Sergeant John Merrill, machine-gunner Jim Walsh, sniper Sonny Armstrong, grenade launcher operator Carl

Dillan and combat engineer Bill Kirby. In some missions they can count only on themselves, while in the others they act together
with regular US and South-Vietnamese troops. The North Vietnam campaign tells the story of two Soviet military consultants
and two soldiers of the North Vietnam Army who are the only survivors of an ambush prepared by the US troops. The task of

getting back to the North Vietnam territory is a difficult one – they have no means of radio communication, no wheeled
vehicles, and it’s too far to make it there on foot. On their way these survivors get involved in a chain of bloodbath engagements

and find themselves in the dead center of the well-known Tet offensive.
Missions range from special operations (rescuing a shot-down pilot, escorting a reporter, etc.) to full scale battles.

Key Features

There are two sides in every story, so two new story-driven campaigns attempt to show the war from both sides.

Breathtaking missions including an ambush on the Ho Chi Minh trail, a game of cat and mouse in the Mekong Delta,
raids into Cambodia and Laos, bridge defense during the Tet offensive and more.

New weapons and units: M-16, T-54, M-113, Patton III, M-60, AK-47, M-14, RPG-2, M-72 LAW, RPK and many
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more.

Multiplayer mode – co-op for up to 4 players.

Men of War is affected by the GameSpy shutdown on the 31st of May. You can continue to play the game through
LAN, DirectIP and GameRanger.
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Title: Men of War: Vietnam
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
1C Entertainment
Publisher:
1C Entertainment, 1C-SoftClub
Franchise:
Men of War
Release Date: 8 Sep, 2011

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP(SP1), Windows Vista or Windows 7

Processor: P4 2.6GHz (Athlon 3000+)

Memory: 1GB

Hard Disk Space: 3 GB free hard disk space

Video Card: GeForce 6600 (Radeon 1950) 128Mb

CD ROM: PC DVD-ROM

English,German,Italian,Polish,Russian,French
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Even if I love the Luxor games, sadly I can't recommend this one. Never has a game deserved the seizure warning at the
beginning more (and it's missing!). Between all the light effects, flying around glowing stuff and sparkly explosions I find it
impossible to play longer than half an hour in a row without serious headache.

A bit less would have been more here :). Fun and simple game!

Keep the fire going and the kids entertained while keeping an eye over your shoulder for the bear pacing around your camp.

Definently some moments that will make you panic a bit.

The devs are also active in seeking out and listening to feed back.. Cute girls in mecha suits, what more could you want.

Joking aside, the game is pretty repetitive, but at the same time fun and challenging especially upgrading and fulfilling mission
criteria for unlocking... unlockables.. Head Shot . This is a pretty nice game where they combined Counter Strike and Team
Fortress . It has great graphics but i also saw some bad things .
I saw that there are no enough player moovement , when you watch your ennemy walking or running , the moovement are
missing , they are like , sliding on theirselves . Well , i also realised that sometimes , i get some FPS drop . Hope they will fix
that .
Otherwise , this game can be very addictive .. not sure why Street Fighter's Ryu enters Blast Mania dungeon to gather Super
Mario Bros coins...
..but I like it.

Feels like 1987 again.
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You smash balls. Do you like smashing balls of various sizes? Then this game is for you. It's very simple but extremely fun!

After several rounds of smacking baseballs, I get a good sweat going and it's so much fun! Hitting the beach balls are the easiest
but it's incredibly satisfying as something to do as some mindless catharsis. This is little more than a tech demo yet it serves as
proof that the future of VR gaming is bright.

I highly recommend this simple but extremely satisfying little title!. I paid 0.59 eur, and the game hurt my brain for at least 5
euro, so it's a good deal IMO. . :D. very great game my favourite actually. It's a cool game with a great aesthetic, but the enemy
encounters need a LOT of tuning in order to get this game into the realm of fairness. Often times the gunshots will phase clean
through an enemy without damaging them, and some creatures are just frustrating(cough poison insects in chapter 4 cough).
This has the potential to be an amazing little game once the developers have had enough time to iron out some of the
annoyances. Also perhaps they could increase the weapon range a little? Kind of strange how my shotgun and rifle have the
same effective range.. What a waste of 5 minutes.. a sweet and atmospheric puzzle game. played it on mobile before and found
the pc version even better in terms of graphics on the big screen.
controls are a bit clunky at times so getting all achievements might be tough.... but you can play the whole game without issues.
i really love the atmosphere and subtle humour of the series so i recommend it even tho the developers sadly apparently
abandoned it after episode 2 :(
but playing it till then is very enjoyable so if you like the genre and the cute graphics, go ahead!
btw buying eps 1 and 2 as a bundle is cheaper.. Not a lot of motion if you get sick
+Good game to watch people get scared
+Zombie Wave Shooter

-/+Decent price for Content

-Little dated
-Stand still whole time

3/5

How would you run from a zombie? In this game you wouldn't. One of the better Stand still Wave shooters, however a little
dated. It doesn't use free assets, and it's got a lot of content.

If you liked this review Click here and follow for more reviews of VR titles. And Click here if you want to request reviews on
other VR titles.. This game is nothing but frustrating in it's current state....Movements are slow, climbing is a pain. It's got a lot
pf growing to do.
. Multiple people cant connect, and the game cost 10 bucks but is free now.... hi guys

now for a pre alpha game this is amasing , seriously the devs are working hard and activly updating, gamplay fundementals are
all there and this game is going to be epic crafting is unique and interesting graphics are smooth and colorful and i will be in
regular contact with the devs to make sure this game lives up to its potential this will be amasing
think destiny crossed with minecraft with everything else youve ever wanted from a game ( some bits are still in develpoment)
as long as we get to travel to other planets this game will be perfect
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